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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

VMAC LAUNCHES UNDERHOOD AIR COMPRESSOR
MOUNTING KITS FOR 2017 MODEL YEAR TRUCKS AND VANS
NANAIMO,BC  DECEMBER 13, 2016  VMAC announced it has completed
development of all UNDERHOOD 30, 70, 150 CFM and Direct Transmission Mount
(DTM) 70 CFM air compressor mounting kits for 2017 model year trucks and vans.
"We are very pleased to announce that all VMAC UNDERHOOD air compressor
systems and DTM 70 CFM air compressor systems for 2017 model year vehicles are
ready for production and will be shipping in January" says Mike Pettigrew, VMAC's
Marketing Manager. VMAC has been working diligently with the major truck and van
manufacturers since June to ensure all its systems were redesigned to meet the new
model truck year design changes. "It was an unprecedented year for the number of
systems that required redesign but we're pleased that shipments will be going out
shortly", Pettigrew continued.
VMAC UNDERHOOD and DTM air compressors are the best choice for customers
who need to save cargo space, reduce vehicle GVW, minimize maintenance
requirements and improve safety. Available models come in a variety of outputs and
include a variety of features:
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UNDERHOOD 30 CFM  Van Series Air Compressors
UNDERHOOD 30 CFM  Truck Series Air Compressors
UNDERHOOD 70 CFM Air Compressors
UNDERHOOD 70 CFM  Green Series Air Compressors
UNDERHOOD 150 CFM Air Compressors
DTM 70 CFM PTO Driven Air Compressors

VMAC truck engine and transmission driven air compressor systems are engineered to
be compact and powerful. There is no secondary engine to carry, service or fill with
fuel. This translates into vehicle weight reduction, savings in maintenance costs and
improved safety for operators.
VMAC engineers truck and van mounting kits for the easiest possible installation.
Working closely with leading truck and van manufacturers, VMAC ensures that
mounting kits do not affect OEM warranties. Mounting kits are customengineered for
specific vehicle makes, models, engines, and model years.
Mounting kits are available for the most popular 2017 model year work trucks and vans:
Ford Gas/Diesel Super Duty Trucks and Vans
RAM Gas/Diesel Trucks and Vans
GMC/Chevy Trucks and Vans
MercedesBenz/Freightliner Sprinter Vans
And more.
For more information on specifications or applications, visit
www.vmacair.com/uh2017

About VMAC
VMAC Global Technology Inc. designs and manufactures the most compact and
powerful mobile air compressors and multipower systems available, focusing on
customers in the mobile mechanic, tire service, utilities, mining and gas, and
construction industries. Established in 1986 VMAC has grown into the worldwide
leader in manufacturing truck mounted mobile air compressor and multipower systems.
VMAC is one of only a few companies in North America that completely manufactures
its own patented rotary screw compressors, and designs custom solutions for
multinational OEM clients. VMAC has won multiple awards including "75 Best
Workplaces in Canada" and the "B.C. Exporter of the Year award".
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